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SUMMARY

A study of recombination between the recessive mutant short-wing (sw) and the
sex-locus in Aedes aeypti revealed a greater number of female (rn/rn) than male
(M/rn) recombinants in the test-cross: + M/sw rnd' x SW rn/sw rn. In both
sexes, but more particularly in the female, the frequency of recombinants was
seen to increase over a number of generations of laboratory culture. In three
substrains of short wing fixed for different eye colours, one showed a signifI-
candy increased number of female recombinants compared with the base strain
and the two other substrains. Three-point test-crosses between M, sw, and w
(or re) showed the SW locus to be positioned between M and w, near bz.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE spontaneous recessive mutant short-wing (sw) in Aedes aegypti was shown
by Uppal et at. (1976) to be very closely linked to the sex-locus M/rn; male
and female recombinants were recovered at a frequency of <1 per Cent
when sw rn/sw m females were mass mated to + M/sw m males. Further
studies on recombination have now been made during the maintenance of
the strain at Manchester University.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The two strains used in the investigation were:

short-wing: derived by Uppal et at. (1976) from back-crosses of the JY
multiple marker stock with ROCK background to the Delhi wild-type
strain; supplied by WHO, and colonised in Manchester in 1975.
Papeete: a wild-type stock originating from Tahiti Island; supplied by Dr
Riviêre, and colonised in Manchester in 1976.

The short-wing strain was maintained in the way described by Uppal
et at. (1976), by crossing sw rn/sw rn females and + M/sw rn males. Adults
were scored for presence/absence of the short-wing phenotype at each
generation, so that any recombinants (sw/sw5', + /sw) could be removed.

Recombination between M and sw was studied in the original strain for
nine generations. Then from this strain, three new substrains were created
fixed for a different eye colour gene: red eye (re), white eye (w) and wild-
type (+). The original strain was polymorphic for these genes. The new
lines were produced by mass mating at least 25 males with 25 females.
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Selection was carried out for a number of generations in the + strain to
remove re and w segregants. Recombination was studied in the new sub-
strains for five generations (seven in the white eyed stock).

The position of sw on linkage group 1 (the sex-chromosomes) was deter-
mined by two three-point test-crosses. In the first of these red-eyed, short-
wing females were mass mated to wild-type (Papeete) males, and the
heterozygous F1 males back-crossed to the female parental type, in 10 single
pairs. In the second, the procedure was repeated with white-eyed, short-
wing females, the gene for white eye (w) being on the opposite side of the
M/m locus to the red eye gene (re) (Craig & Hickey, 1967).

3. RESULTS

The percentage of female recombinants recovered from the original
strain over nine generations (47 per cent, table 1(a)) was significantly
higher than that for male recombinants (0.4 per cent, x2 = l03•l8, P <
0.001). Figure 1 shows that the frequency of recombinants increased over
the period of study; this increase was significant in the female data (F
676, P <0.05), but not in the male data. The total data showed a highly
significant increase (F 21 86, P <0.001). However, as the male and
female regression slopes were significantly different (t 12-67, P <0.001),
the regression slope for the pooled data is given no further consideration.

TABLE 1

Mean rate of recombination between sw and M in crosses between + M/sw in males and sw rn/sw in
females in (a) the original short-wing strain polymorphic for eye colour and (ii) three substrains:
wild-type (+), red (cc), and white (w) eye colours

% male % female
recombin- recombin- Total °/

No. male ants No. female ants Total recombin-
Stock Generations progeny (sw/sw) progeny (+/sw) progeny ants

(a) 1—9 2369 04±0l 2215 47±05 4584 25±0•2
8+9 347 0 405 6•9± l•3 752 37±07

(b) + 1—5 334 0•6±0•4 229 14•4±23 563 62±1•0
re 1—5 718 l0±03 520 44±09 1238 2•4±0•4
w 1—7 1057 l2±03 998 5•8±07 2055 35±04

After the creation of short-wing substrains with different eye colours, all
three substrains gave significantly fewer male than female recombinants
(table 1(b), w, x2 = 323l, P<000l; re, x2= 1516, P<000l; +, x2 =
44.45, P.ez0.001). The red eye and white eye substrains showed similar
levels of recombination to the original strain (generations 1-9) but slightly
fewer female recombinants than in generations 8 and 9 (w, x2 = O61,
P > 005; re, x2 = 271, P >005). The recovery of female recombinants in
the wild-type substrain was significantly higher than in the other two
substrains (+ w, x2 = 2006, P<0001; + re, x2 = 2292, P<0-OOl),
and also significantly higher than the base strain (x2 = 9'45, P <0.01).

There was no significant change in frequency of recombinants in any of
the three substrains over the 5-7 generations studied, in contrast to that
seen in the original strain.

The data from the three-point test-crosses, and the position of sw on the
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FIG. 1.—Change in frequency of recovery of recombinants in the short-wing stock.
0 = female progeny; = male progeny; = totalprogeny

(a) cross: re sw rn/re sum x reswm/++Mc3'

progeny:
phenotype: re sum + +M re+rn +sw M
number: 415 480 18 9

(b) cross:wswm,1Wswm x wswm/++Mc
progeny:

phenotype: w SW m + + M w + m + isv M
number: 91 114 0 0

(c) linkage map: 25 29 130
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FIG. 2—Location of sw on linkage group 1*.

* positions of other loci obtained from Bhalla+ Craig (1970).
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TABLE 2

Position of SW on sex-chromosome, as determined by three-point test-crosses
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sex-chromosome in relation to re, M, and w, are given in table 2. In fig. 2
the position of sw on linkage group 1 is related to the map published by
Bhalla and Craig (1970).

4. DiscussioN

Recombination between sw and M can only be estimated in the male.
tJppal et al. (1976), the first to study the linkage between these two markers,
found fewer than 1 per cent recombinants of either sex after test-crossing to
double recessive females. The test-crosses reported in this paper produced
a similarly low proportion of male recombinants. However, the recovery
of female recombinants was consistently greater and, moreover, increased
significantly during the nine generations of study.

The difference in recovery of male and female recombinants can be
explained if the sw/sw homozygote is of a reduced viability. (The survival
and fecundity of sw rn/sw rn was found to be low in a study made by Uppal
et al., 1976.) The mean viability of the sw/sw adults (no. of sw/sw adults
no. of + /sw adults in F1 from sw rn/sw rn x + M/sw me') was estimated in
the present study at 086 (x2 = 2852, P<0.001). However, the total
number of males scored was greater than the number of females scored,
making this estimate a little too high. The male" recombinants "from this
test-cross would be homozygous for the recessive mutant (sw M/sw m),
and hence would be expected to show a lower recovery rate than the male
"parentals ", which would be heterozygous for the wild-type (+ M/sw m).
It follows that the actual degree of recombination between M and sw was
greater than 04 per cent (recovery of male recombinants). Equally, the
actual degree of recombination was less than 47 per cent (recovery of female
recombinants) if sw rn/sw rn "parental" female homozygotes showed
reduced viability in comparison with the + rn/sw m "recombinant"
females. The mean percentage recombination over the nine generations
for the male and female progeny combined was 25 per cent. This is a
more realistic figure for the recombination rate, as differential viability of
recombinant classes should not affect the result for the total data (Bailey,
1961).

The increase in the recovery of recombinants which occurred in the
original strain during the period of study could be explained by selection for
increased viability of the female heterozygote. It is also possible that there
was a rearrangement of genetic material, possibly the loss of an inversion.
The high rate of recombination between sw and M in the wild-type eye

TABLE 3

Linkage distances in chromosome 1: a compilation of published data

data source % recombination
M—w M—re

Macdonald and Sheppard (1965) — 21, 5.7
McClelland (1966) — 6'4
Hickey and Craig (1966) — 78, 10
Bhalla (1968) 174 —
Bhalla (1970) 150 7.5
Bhalla and Craig (1970) 144 72, 84
Petersen et al. (1976) 13-18 4
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substrain compared with the w and re substrains might suggest an inversion
associated with these eye mutant genes which is not found in the wild-type.
Since the wild-type eyed adult is likely to be more competitive than mutant
eye phenotypes, then its preferential selection in the initial stock would
explain the increase in recombination seen in fig. 1. However, the evidence
can also be used to support the idea that the wild-type + /sw female has a
higher viability than the red or white eyed +/sw females. Studies are at
present being carried out to investigate any correlation between frequency
of the wild-type eye phenotype and recombination rate over a number of
generations in a mixed eye colour strain of short-wing. The viability of the
+ /sw heterozygotes in the three substrains is also being studied.

The test-crosses to determine the position of sw on linkage group 1 placed
it between M and bz (bronze) on the arm bearing w (fig. 2). The estimated
recombination between M and w (14.7 per cent) was similar to that re-
corded by Bhalla (1970) and Bhalla and Craig (1970) (table 3); that be-
tween M and re (25 per cent) was lower than most, but not all, previous
estimates.
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